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President: Stephen Stoltzfus 765-874-1197
Past President: John Lapp 765-886-5650
Vice President: John Troyer 260-593-3900
Secretary: Myron Hochstetler 260-768-9168
Treasurer: Marvin Stoll 812-486-3982

Northern Indiana Pet Breeders
Contact: Merle Miller 574-642-4160
Allen County Pet Breeders
Contact: John Lengacher 260-417-6609
Eastern Indiana Pet Breeders
Contact: Eli King 765-874-1019
Southern Indiana Pet Breeders
Contact: Mark Raber 812-636-0375

Code of Ethics
The ICAW Professional Pet Breeders take pride in their responsibilities
for proper care and handling of their pets. The following code
describes general considerations:
 To provide food, water, and care necessary to protect the health and
welfare of the pets that are in your care.
 To provide proper veterinary care of these pets for disease prevention, etc.
 To provide clean, well-kept facilities to allow safe, humane, and efficient
pet management.
 To use proper re-homing practices for your pets, to ensure a happy and
safe home.
 To use only veterinary accepted methods, if needed, to dispose of a pet.
 To provide all personnel with a working knowledge of your pets, including
proper handling techniques.
 To provide transportation for your pets that avoid undue stress caused by
overcrowding, excessive time spent in transit, or by discomfort during
loading and unloading.
 Any person who willfully mistreats pets WILL NOT be tolerated in this
organization.
 To conduct all business in an ethical manner.
 All breeders agree to follow the recommendations set forth in the above
statements.
 All breeders agree to follow the USDA and/or the Indiana Board of Animal
Health rules.
 All breeders agree to obtain all required licenses and operate your
business 100% legally.
 Encourage all breeders to further their knowledge by attending meetings
and conferences, and being active in their Chapter.
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Greetings across the state,
It feels like spring is trying to peep around the corner, and I’m all for it, even
though it didn’t seem like we had much of a winter around here…
One of the main things on our agenda for this spring is establishing
Our exercise yard for our dogs, and I can’t wait!! We need to finish
excavating and get grass sowed. I really wanted it done last fall so it could
get a good start for this spring, but it didn’t happen.
Right now, we are taking the dogs out once a day on a leash. We take
them out to the end of our driveway and back again. It gives them a little
exercise and alsoteaches leash training which I think is very important.
I’m very excited about the Rehoming Program that’s trying to be started. I have a big passion for the rehoming program; I
think it’s just awesome! (what better way would there be for us to do as an industry to help raise the bar?)
For those of you who are not aware of this, there was a three-man board voted in to take charge and oversee this rehoming
program. I have full confidence in the board, and I believe they will do their best to get this up and running. But let’s not forget to
be patient. This is something that will take lots of time and effort, and at this point it is still in its early stages. But we don’t need to
wait till this thing is started, either. We as a breeder can start working on this program today, in our own kennel. And that is
getting our adults ready for their new forever home. Some of the many things we can do is socializing them, getting them leash
trained, make sure they know how to go up and down steps, ramps, etc. Also, work on making sure they know the basic
commands, such as sit, stay, come, etc.
I’m positive if we start working on this today, we will be helping and supporting the board far more than we can imagine.
The benefits of this will be; once this program is running, we will be ready!
I also know it seems like a lot of work and I wish everyone of you the best. Remember, one step at a time…. If we climb a ladder,
we’re bound to fall if we try to take more than one step at a time.
Best Regards,
Your Servant, Stephen Stoltzfus ICAW President
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*Outside of the auction, ads are available to anyone – breeders, exhibitors, vendors, etc.
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Greetings from the Troyer home, where wiggly puppies are still
highlights even after years and years of being dog breeders.
BLC updates from the Ohio meeting held Friday, February 24th, just
before Ohio’s annual Breeders Conference.
Levi Graber has decided to resign as President. That puts John Lapp
in the President position until the Kansas City meeting in June.
BLC has also expanded their ways of communication, they have a
sizzle line for the updated information, Legislative updates and the
goals of the BLC, all on one number, 712-432-8574. We encourage
everyone to call in to this number.
BLC also has a new conference call line, 515-739-1496, pin #
970694.
Wishing you all the best,
John Troyer

Saying goodbye to a
friend and advocate
Craig Maybray
February 8, 1955 – April 21, 2017
Canine and Domestic Feline Specialist at USDA-APHIS-AC

Rest In Peace
Craig was a very active advocate to the Professional Dog Breeders. He was one
of the leaders in the USDA Workshops that were implemented at the ICAW
Conferences. Craig was diagnosed with cancer.

Don’t Forget!
ICAW MONTHLY
TELECONFERENCE
1st Wednesday of Each Month
@ 7:00 pm
Call 712-432-8773 Pin #195358 Press *1 to Talk
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Dear Friends,
Greetings to you in Jesus’ name.1
We sure are having a mild winter so far.
We had our yearly Hobby Breeder meeting on February 17th, 2017 with a good attendance. It seems like the group is
willing to do a good job.
Last week we had our breeder meeting, which also was well attended. Berne was added to our chapter and a load
attended from there. It looks like a lot of work, but it seems like some are willing to do a good job. The first one has his
USDA license now. We are thankful for their efforts, and we hope to help them in a way that they won’t get
discouraged.
Kerry McHenry, Susan Kingston, and Pat Keith were also at our breeder’s meeting. It was a privilege to have them
there. How thankful we are to have a good relationship with USDA. Let’s all do our part, so we can keep it that way.
Enjoy Spring,

Eli King
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Thoughts from our Past President …

There are a lot of exciting new things happening in ICAW lately, and I encourage
everybody to get involved if you are not. I see these things as being major players when it
comes to saving our industry.

This program has been started in the Northern Chapter on a very small scale. We want to
start small and do it right, and yes it will take patience and a lot of time. There will be
mistakes made along the way, I’m sure, but let’s be patient with the board and support
them with their decisions. I feel we have a very good board in place with Lonnie
Burkholder as chairman, and Devon Troyer and Devon Schrock and trust them to keep
this program on track and appreciate all the time and effort you put into this program. I
look forward to the day where we can incorporate this into all Chapters. I think this
program will go a long way in showing our government officials and the rest of the
public, that we are responsible breeders and truly do care about our dogs.

Hopefully this is something we never have to use, but we need to realize that we
probably will see the day when we will be extremely glad that we had something like this
in place. If you as a breeder are not familiar with the ER team, be sure to contact your
Chapter President or your local ER person, and have their phone numbers on hand in
case of an emergency. Please do not wait to do this as tomorrow could be too late. Just
like the rehoming program, I think the ER Program will go a long ways in showing our
government officials and our fellow citizens that we truly do care.

This new evaluation now is in effect and seems to be working fairly well, however we
realize there still needs to be tweaking, and encourage all members to share your own
thoughts with your local KMA or your Chapter President. As we consider changes, let’s
remember our goals are to help the breeder raise the bar and also help decrease some
of the workload of our KMA people, and to reward the breeder who is doing an
outstanding job, but not punish the breeder who is trying but not at the top of the ladder
yet. Remember, we are only as strong as our weakest link, so let’s patiently help
strengthens the weaker link one step at a time. Unity is our goal.
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By now, some of you may have met our new USDA supervisor Dr. Susan Kingston who
replaced our friend Dr. Kirsten. After meeting with her over lunch and visiting for approx. 3
hours, followed by a 2-hour breeder meeting, I’m convinced we have another good
supervisor, who wants to continue with the communication and working together like we
did with Dr. Kirsten. This is very humbling to me and do not feel worthy that we still have
people in our government agencies that want to work with us and are willing to listen to
our point of views.
USDA information: Patrick Keith wants to hold a mock pre-license meeting in each
Chapter where he will show us breeders what to expect in a pre-license or regular
inspection. I encourage all breeders to attend these meetings if at all possible, as I see
this as a big help in passing our USDA inspections. As a USDA breeder, you probably know
that in the past years your inspection reports were available on the internet for anybody
to view, who wished. Approximately a month ago, that got changed so your records
were no longer available for just anybody to see. However, this is an ongoing battle and
we don’t know where it might end up. The last I heard it sounded like the kennels who
applied for their license under a LLC or other corporation might be available on public
records. If you filed under your personal social security number your records would not be
available to the public. However, we cannot afford to release
because it
could change again at any time and even if it doesn’t, your pet store or
distributor still needs to see your records, so it is still as important as ever that we keep our
records clean.
Thanks to the people who are
involved in our new Rehoming Program.
We appreciate all of your hard work. Let’s
keep raising the bar one step at a time.
Working together in Unity is our goal.
John Lapp
P.S. Stay tuned for the new ICAW
brochure that is being worked on.
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Greetings from Allen County, IN.
Hope this finds everyone well. Here we are busy and blessed beyond words. We are having 70 degrees in February, I
got all the trimming done in the orchard, and noticed the trees budding, rhubarb coming through, and robins walking
around the yard, so hope spring will be early, as it is my favorite time of year.
We have a litter of Goldendoodles and a litter of Labs now. The boys love to get them out and romp around in the
yard. They even teach them to run up the ramp on the swing then come down the slide!
We are in the process of getting arrangements made for our appreciation day and mini seminar on April 25th at our
house. Dr. Sinn is planning on coming and will have open discussion on whatever topic you want to discuss. Also,
OFA x-rays on hips and elbows will be available for a very reasonable price on April 13th and 14th. Call 260-417-6609
for details.
God’s blessings to all….

John & Susann Lengacher
What is a standard?

Excerpt from The Puppy Gurus Boot Camp, Week One

A breed standard is a list of qualities that make up the ideal representation of a given breed. These traits consist of height, weight, coat
color and texture, bone structure, proportions, etc. The guidelines will specify in detail what the dog should look like, feel like, and act like.
Why is it important?
The importance of this standard is to give a clear direction in developing a breeding program. Each breed was originally created for a specific
purpose and the structure and behavior of that breed plays a huge part in the performance of its tasks, even if that task is simply companionship.
The conformation of a dog – its structure – is also a key indicator into its health, both present and future. A dog with mal-aligned teeth can one
day suffer severe pain as well as early onset of dental disease. An incorrect topline can cause back injury and arthritis. Stifles that are either too
bent or not bent enough can put unnecessary strain on the back and hips.
How do I know if my dog conforms?
Evaluating your own dogs against its breed standard can be difficult, but is absolutely necessary. It is very important to evaluate each
individual dog against the standard and not against another dog. Noticing differences between dogs, both good and bad, can be helpful, but it
must never take the place of the standard. Every dog will have faults, so knowing those faults in comparison to the standard will help you in
overcoming them in future generations. Being well-versed in the standard for your chosen breed allows you to observe faults quickly,
potentially saving you the mistake of purchasing a lesser-quality dog. It also allows you to recognize the areas in which your own dogs excel,
thus helping you achieve even greater success in future generations.
How do I get dogs that look like what the standard calls for?
Breeding according to the standard can be a challenging, but extremely rewarding venture. It takes commitment to continually evaluate your
dogs, forethought to carefully plan each litter, and time to research pedigrees, health history, and temperament qualities.
Genetics are what determine the qualities a dog possesses, both the inner workings of their body and the outer display of those inner parts.
As a breeder, it is your duty to carefully record the good qualities that your dog possesses, along with any faults. Keeping records of this will
help you in choosing breeding partners in future generations.
Dog breeders have sole responsibility when it comes to the puppies that their dogs produce. Because YOU are the one that owns the parents,
YOU are the one that breeds those dogs, YOU are the one that produces puppies, and whether they turn out good or bad, it is all YOUR
responsibility. For this reason, knowing the genes and bloodlines of your dogs is absolutely imperative so that you can make wise and
knowledgeable decisions when planning a litter of puppies.
Always avoid getting a dog that does not conform to the standard. MAKE HARD DECISIONS and stick to your gut. It may involve saying
“no” to a friend when he offers a particular dog, or holding off breeding one female in order to choose a better mate for her.
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Greetings from the Northern Chapter:
How does this find everybody? Hard to believe we’re in March of 2017 already! On January 23rd, we had a meeting at
Yoder’s Homestyle Cooking. We had Dr. Hilary talk on parvo issues popping up, and making sure puppies are
vaccinated properly.
Then we had re-elections for our KMA. We had 2 separate KMA’s in the North Chapter. Devon Yoder came off and
Lavern Whetstone (LaGrange) was elected on for east half. Then Enos Miller came off and was replaced by Darrel
Schwartz for the west half.
On January 30th, we had a special meeting at Merle and Ruth Miller’s to talk about a rehoming program. Lonnie
Borkholder, Devon Yoder, and Devon Schrock were elected as the rehoming board, and were advised to pursue some
options.
On February 24th and 25th, John Troyers, Myron Hochstetlers, Milan Wingards, and us went to Holmes County, Ohio
for their annual seminar. Was very interesting and a lot of people. They fed over 800 people Saturday noon.
Spring is just around the corner, hard to believe that we heard the spring peepers already in the first of March. We
want to wish everybody a safe, blessed and prosperous 2017.

Devon Troyer

Northern Chapter 2017:
Northern Chapter Picnic:
Date: Monday, June 12, 2017
Place: Cook Station Park, Millersburg, IN

Fall Kennel Tour:

Date: Saturday, August 19, 2017

ICAW Conference :
Date: Friday & Saturday, September 29-30, 2017
Place: Fort Wayne Coliseum
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Commercial Dog Breeder Inspections:
Animal Care Requirements
Indiana has a commercial dog breeder and broker program that is overseen by the Indiana State Board of Animal
Health (BOAH). Dog breeding operations that maintain more than 20 sexually intact female dogs older than 12
months are required to be in this program. These facilities are inspected by BOAH veterinarians and animal health
specialist.
In the last newsletter BOAH covered the minimum facility requirements for commercial dog breeders. In this article
we will look at the animal care requirements for commercial dog breeders and brokers in BOAH’s program. This is the
third of three articles that cover what is involved in a BOAH inspection and what items are inspected.
Animal Health
Animal health and husbandry is evaluated by the dogs’ ability to exercise and socialize, access to adequate feed and
water, and the cleanliness of enclosures.
Breeders must have a written exercise plan for their dogs that is signed by a veterinarian. Dogs must be allowed to
exercise outside of primary enclosure at least once per day unless a run is connected to the primary enclosure.
Dogs need to have an adequate quality and quantity of food to maintain a good body condition as well as a
continuous supply of water.
Enclosures should be cleaned at least once a day. This involves removing all feces, urine, and food waste. Food and
water bowls need to be cleaned regularly.
Pest control is necessary to maintain good health of dogs and caregivers. Breeders need to have an effective pest
control program.
Body Condition Score
BOAH personnel use the Purina Dog Body Condition Scoring chart. Dogs should be fed to maintain normal body
condition, which is a score of 4 to 6 on the Purina chart.
When evaluating the body condition on dogs, BOAH personnel also look at the teeth, eyes, and condition of nails and
hair of dogs.
Dental Care
A BOAH dental scoring chart is used to evaluate the dental condition of dogs. Build-up of plaque or tartar should be
non-existent to minimal. Some chew toys help remove plaque build-up as well as brushing teeth.
Continued…
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Rabies Vaccination
All dogs older than 3 months of age are required to be vaccinated for rabies by a licensed and accredited veterinarian
as stipulated by state law.

Veterinary Care
The inspector will ask if a veterinarian has been in the facility within the last 12 months. Dogs requiring veterinary
care need to be provided with veterinary care. Medications need to be in-date and properly stored.
Records and Identification
Reviewing the dog breeding operation’s records is part of BOAH’s inspection. All adult dogs and weaned puppies
should have individual identification. Records should include: identification of each dog and weaned puppy,
vaccinations and other veterinary care.
Information regarding Indiana’s Commercial Dog Breeder and Broker program is available on BOAH’s website at:
www.in.gov/boah/2549.htm.

Avenue Veterinary Clinic

Small Animal Services, Vaccines, and Supplies
349 North Main Avenue
Sioux Center Iowa 51250
1-800-642-6594 or 712-722-2522
Free Ground Shipping on order over $250.00
No charges for ice packs or coolers
We are small working veterinary clinic in northwest Iowa. Dr. Beukelman has a dog breeding kennel and has been
breeding dogs for over 20 years. All of our employees are breeders themselves (over 20 years) or involved in the dog
kennel/breeding community in other ways. We work with local breeders and breeders across the country. We do our best
to educate and support breeders to know and understand the laws and regulations regarding the industry. We offer many
services and products; and are available to answer questions, discuss any concerns, issues or ideas.
We also do progesterone testing; miniVidas assay takes 45 minutes to process the sample and print out the progesterone
levels to within 0.01ng/ml. The tests are run 7 days a week; although for those shipping the serum weekends can cause a
delay. The sample can be either serum or plasma (EDTA or heparin). Our conception rate has been 95% plus; the majority
of these were surgically implanted. We receive samples by UPS, FedEx, and US Mail from clients and other veterinarians
across the country. If you have a need for accurate progesterone analysis for your dogs without having to send them out
to Kentucky, IDEXX or wherever (charges usually range from $85.00 to $120.00) you can call for more information. Our
charge is $30 per sample whether the sample is sent in, dropped off or drawn by us.
We attend many Breeder Education Seminars as a vendor and as members to many of the breeder associations, to show
support of the breeding communities, but also to meet many of our customers in person.
Please call to receive a flyer or with any questions you may have for us, 1-800-642-6594 or 712-722-2522.
Dr. Arnie Beukelman, DVM, MPVM
Helen, Tara, Katie, Allison
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Hello from Southern Indiana
We had a good day at the statehouse on January 26th for the Meet and Greet. Protect the Harvest and AKC always do a
great job with that event.
At the time of writing, the new KMA grading system is almost ready. Thanks to the pioneers of this program. It has
and continues to serve our industry very well. By now some of you have probably used the new sheet and hopefully it’s
going well. All breeders are encouraged to participate in some way, even if it means requesting a sheet from your
chapter president or KMA chairman and doing your own evaluation.
Also, the Emergency Response Team has been setup for each chapter. This consists of, but not limited to, wire crates
being available for transportation or temporary housing in case of fire, flood, storm damage etc. There may be more
info on the ER team elsewhere in this issue.
Wishing everyone a safe and happy Spring and Summer

Mark Raber
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ICAW Advertising Rates:
For a single newsletter or Conference Book:
o
o
o
o

Full Page…………...8” x 10”………..…………$300
½ Page……………….5” x 8”….……..………...$150
¼ Page…………….…4” x 4”…………..……….$125
Business Card……..2” x 3.5”………………….$50

For a Full Year ad in the Newsletter:
o
o
o
o

Full page…………….8” x 10”……………..……$900
½ Page……………….5” x 8”…………………….$550
¼ Page……………….4” x 4”…………………….$450
Business Card…….2” x 3.5”…………….…….$15

Combination Rates:
4 – full page Newsletter ad + Full page Conference Book ad…..$1100 ($1200 value)
o 4 – ½ page Newsletter ad + ½ page Conference Book ad………..$650 ($700 value
o

If you wish to advertise, please contact
Luke Blakeslee at 574-354-0524

The ICAW Newsletter is a creation of Luke and Amber Blakeslee
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ICAW CORPORATE SPONSORS FOR 2015

Avenue Vet
Clinic
Petland

J.A.K’s
Puppies

American
Canine
Association
Straightline
Enterprises

QD Kennel

Purebred
Breeders
(now known
as Puppy
Spot)

Petland

Pinnacle Pet
Health
Extensions
($1000)

American
Natural
Premium
Revival Animal
Health

APRI
Protect the
Harvest
Blue Ribbon
Puppies

Indiana Council for Animal Welfare

ICAW
P.O. Box 20717
Indianapolis, IN 46220-0717

